
Hear from Darren, Fluid Skills, who's been running the NEW
Progressive White Water Award in Slovenia and the French Alps

This summer I have had the privilege to be offering the Progressive White Water Award as part of our
Alpine classics trips in Slovenia and the French Alps, developing paddlers on grade 3 and grade 4
white water, with the focus on the individual’s skills and experience journey, as well as having a
great time. 
 
The great thing about the new awards is that the student drives the learning in the direction they
want support with. As coaches and leaders we can recognise the student’s achievement as they hit
the individual targets they set out. The warm waters of the Soca River in Slovenia make an ideal place
to repeat and practice movements and choose the sections that match the grade the students want to
paddle. 
 
Students respond very well to the idea that they are not being assessed but being recognised they
are paddling at a great standard that also matches an award.

The paddlers that I have been working with this summer have arrived with large
range of experience on moderate white water. This has given them a good
foundation to build on and work towards the Progressive White Water Award on
Alpine white water in Slovenia and the French Alps. A good starting point would
be the White Water Award and the White Water Safety and Rescue course but
also just getting out on lots of moderate water grade 3 with friends.



It is fantastic to be able to recognise a student’s
ability and knowledge during a British Canoeing
training or assessment. For example, one of my
candidates on an Advanced Leader training may
gain the award if they are at the standard, as well as
leave with a great training course. This all feeds the
support we can give our students and everyone
loves an award!
 
From a Provider point of view, I have seen a shift in
culture from wanting awards to be able to lead and
coach, to students wanting to just be great at
paddling. This is a real refreshing approach towards
exploring white water and paddling for the sport
again. Many paddlers found that after they had
gained a skills award, the only route was to coach or
lead but now they can keep progressing their own
knowledge and practical skills towards the
Advanced Awards once they gain the Progressive
Award. Lots of choice and support for paddlers.
 
A great award to offer my students and I will 100%
be running them on Alpine water again.


